
A world full of possibilities

Magnetic solutions for 
the furniture industry

Applications

Further high-quality magnet systems and the corresponding data sheets and 
technical information can be found on our homepage.



Fastening solutions are our 
expertise. 

The designs of this product family are just as versatile as the installation situations for 

magnetic fittings. From round to square, made of plastic or metal, with a front or side 

holding surface, damped or rigid, for screwing on or clipping in. Our small powerhouses 

offer practical solutions, whether for kitchen cabinets, living room cabinets or other 

pieces of furniture.  

Magnetic fittings with a rubberized adhesive surface impress with their pleasant feel and 

muffled closing noise. They also prevent scratches or damage to the counterpart.

Example of magnetic furniture fittings



Furniture magnets as an ideal helper in furniture construction:

The use of magnetic systems for furniture offers many practical advantages, inclu-
ding improving the design and user-friendliness of furniture.

Examples of use:

    • For holding doors, flaps and lids such as cupboard doors and drawers 
    • As a flexible door stop 
    • Fixing paneling 
    • Holding utensils on walls 

Discover the wide range of magnetic applications that we can offer for we can offer 
for furniture construction:

Door magnets
These little powerhouses make a good magnet for interior doors or balcony or patio 
doors. Thanks to their robust design, they can be used as door stoppers or door closers 
and adhere to the ferromagnetic counterpart, for example the door handle. One practical 
advantage of door magnets, for example, is that doors can no longer slam shut acciden-
tally.

Door locking systems
The magnets are not only used as magnetic locks for doors in the home. The magnets can 
also be used for installation in camping vans, for example. They can be installed invisibly 
and not only provide security, but also an attractive appearance. This finally puts an end 
to bulky and unsightly drawer locks or door locks. Thanks to the strong super magnets, 
doors and cupboards remain locked while you are driving in your camper.

Magnets for cupboard doors
Magnets for cupboard doors are not only suitable for a minimalist interior design. Depen-
ding on the room, furniture magnets can be space-saving. With the help of magnets, there 
is no risk of getting stuck on handles or knobs.



Magnetic stone for aluminum profiles - or custom-made grooves Attaching wooden cladding to a metallic substrate

Door retainer

Flush installation in a piece of furniture

Swing door

Slotted holes allow subsequent adjustment of the fitting

Magnetized by ideas -  
fascinated by possibilities. 

Very different furniture fittings are used in furniture construction.

If you want to close doors, drawers and flaps but don‘t want to lock them, magnetic fittings with a counter plate 
are the perfect solution. Our screw-on magnetic fittings are really robust thanks to the sturdy powder-coated 
metal housing. They can be used discreetly in many places thanks to their flush installation. Thanks to the rub-
berized holding surface, the latch is soft to the touch and reduces closing noise.  
 
Our standard systems are available in different versions. For example, the rubberized holding surface is located 
at the front or optionally at the side. This allows you to decide which version you need depending on the instal-
lation situation.


